
The Bible’s apocalyptic visions, whether found in Ezekiel, Daniel, Revelation, or
elsewhere, both confuse and astound. Teachers and preachers often construe them as
prophetic, pointing to things to come. But the Bible’s visions may also reveal how God
thinks and acts in creation.

Take, for example, Ezekiel’s extraordinary tetramorphic
cherubs, those four-faced creatures with many-eyed wheels that
flash about like lightning. The cherubs themselves are square,
suggesting a sort of block-like definition and solidity, much as
the ark, the tablets, and the altar are square, all things that God
creates in stable order in defined space. God shares law, rule,
order, and hierarchy, all square and stable things to apply to
facts in defined space, just as the mountain on which he dwells
and the walled garden in which he dwells are square and stable
spaces. Squares have a central point, in this case pointing to
God who forms, orders, stabilizes, and protects the square

space. Squares also define what is inside and outside, making squares boundary markers,
in themselves incomplete.

Yet Ezekiel’s tetramorphs also have those crazy wheels on which the four-faced cherubs
flash about like lightning. Wheels are unstable things, things that move objects in time
through space, disrupting the spatial order. Wheels turn; squares do not. Wheels cycle
around and around the way that days cycle, weeks cycle, months cycle, seasons cycle,
and years cycle. Wheels connote frequent repetition but also constant change, taking us
places we wish or don’t wish to go. Wheels don’t have an inside or outside because they
travel all about. In that sense, wheels are not incomplete but complete. They traverse all
space, bounding walls and turning order into disorder. Wheels present possibilities and
potential, the chance to go somewhere new and become something we previously were
not. They flash all about.

Ezekiel’s vision of the tetramorphs may show us that God is both the God of the square
and the God of the wheel, both the God of space and the God of time, both the God of
order and the God of possibility for new order, the God of the righteous and the God of
the sinner. Visions aren’t simply prophetic. They also reveal who God is and how God
acts as the God of all creation. Read Matthieu Pageau’s The Language of Creation for
more.


